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Radiography using cosmic‑ray 
electromagnetic showers and its 
application in hydrology
A. Taketa 1, R. Nishiyama 1*, K. Yamamoto 2 & M. Iguchi 2

In‑situ measurements of soil water content provide important constraints on local/global hydrology. 
We demonstrate that the attenuation of the underground flux of cosmic‑ray electromagnetic (EM) 
particles can be used to monitor the variation of soil water content after rainfalls. We developed a 
detection system that preferably selects EM particles by considering the coincidence of distant plastic 
scintillators. The calibration test beneath the water pool revealed that the count rate decreased by 
0.6–0.7% with a 1 cm increase in the water level. The field measurement performed in the horizontal 
tunnel showed that the count rate dropped according to 48‑h precipitation, after correcting the effects 
originating from atmospheric and water vapour pressures. These characteristics were confirmed using 
dedicated Monte Carlo simulations. This new method is called cosmic electromagnetic particle (CEMP) 
radiography.

The nature of cosmic rays has been investigated by many physicists in the last hundred  years1,2. Meanwhile, 
researchers have been attempting to utilize them in research fields of Earth sciences. Secondary cosmic rays on 
Earth’s surface are practically classified as (i) muons, (ii) electromagnetic particles (electrons, positrons, pho-
tons), (iii) hadronic particles (protons, neutrons, and mesons), and (iv) neutrinos. The characteristics of muon 
components (component i) have been studied by many physical experiments at various  locations3, as muons 
could be the main source of the background noise in underground experiments. Key factors controlling the 
temporal variation of muon flux have been reported in much literature (e.g. barometric  effects4–6, mid-altitude 
temperature  effects7–9, tidal effects in ocean bottom  measurements10). In the last decade, radiography using 
the high penetration power of the muons has been highlighted (muography) and applied to the inspection of 
 volcanoes11–19,  glaciers20, seismic  faults21,22, mineral  deposits23, archeological  sites24, etc. Neutrino radiography 
(component iv) is considered to be a promising probe for far deep structures, including the core of the  Earth25,26 
because of their extremely high penetration power. In addition, increasing attention is paid to measurements of 
cosmic-ray-induced neutrons (component iii) as a useful tool for monitoring snow  depth27–29 and soil moisture 
 content30–32. Looking at geochemistry, the dating methods by cosmogenic  nuclide33,34 (e.g. 10Be, 26Al, 36Cl) could 
be regarded as a geoscientific application of cosmic rays, where muons and neutrons are involved in the produc-
tion of those nuclei. Among the classifications above, only electromagnetic particles (component ii) have not 
been largely used in specific geoscientific applications, except for several works pointing out a possible correlation 
between electromagnetic particles and  thunderstorms35. Here, the present study proposes a radiographic use of 
electromagnetic particles in hydrological studies.

Electromagnetic showers consist of electrons, positrons, and photons (referred to as EM particles hereafter in 
the manuscript). They are predominantly produced from cascades initiated by the decay of neutral and charged 
mesons in the upper atmosphere. Figure 1 presents a schematic illustration of an extensive air shower initiated 
by a high-energy cosmic ray, which first generates high-energy mesons. The EM particles are mainly generated 
by π0 mesons. A π0 meson decays into two photons (γ), interacts with atmospheric nuclei, and produces further 
pairs of  e+ and  e-. The produced electrons subsequently emit γ on interaction with another nucleus, resulting 
in the development of an extensive air  shower36. Figure 1 shows the simulated energy spectra of EM particles 
(red) and muons (blue) at sea level. Although muons are the most numerous charged particles above 1 GeV, 
EM particles dominate in the sub-GeV range. These sub-GeV EM particles can be feasible probes for tiny mass 
fluctuations near the surface of the Earth because their energy loss is greater than that of muons by a factor of 
up to ten for the same kinetic  energy37,38. Monitoring the temporal variation in the rates of EM particles arriving 
underground detectors would yield information on the mass variation in the overburden soil. Among several 
possible applications, the present study focused on monitoring the moisture content in the soil.
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This idea necessitates particle detectors that can preferably discriminate EM particles from other cosmic-ray 
components. Such selection is possible by focusing on the avalanche nature of EM showers; when EM particles 
fall to the ground, they are presumably not alone. In other words, while most muons hit the detector alone, EM 
particles can hit multiple distant particle detectors simultaneously by optimising the detector arrangement. 
Therefore, it is possible to statistically enhance the events due to EM particles by taking the coincidence of 
detectors within a certain spatiotemporal range. By choosing the cases where multiple particles arrive at 1 × 1 m 
region simultaneously, the contribution of EM particles is enhanced compared to muons (solid curves in Fig. 1). 
This method does not require strong magnets or thick absorbers for particle identification. This concept was 
realised by developing a new detection system with plastic scintillators (PS), photomultiplier tubes (PMT), and 
readout electronics. The system consists of upper and lower sensitive layers. Each layer was segmented into 
four channels of PS (100 × 20 × 2 cm) + PMT (Fig. 2). The scintillation light is converted into electric signals by 
the PMTs and collected by the readout electronics. We defined an EM event as coincidental hits of at least two 

Figure 1.  Cosmic rays and energy spectrum. (Left) Development of cosmic ray showers in the atmosphere, 
with electromagnetic (EM) showers indicated by red points. (Right) energy spectrum of secondary cosmic rays 
on the Earth’s surface, calculated using COSMOSX simulator (see “Method” section). The dashed lines represent 
the raw spectra of muons, electrons, and gamma rays. The solid lines are the spectra of the same particles but for 
cases when multiple particles arrive into 1 m × 1 m region simultaneously (within 500 nsec). The original version 
of the left figure was created by Nariyuki Yoshihara (Photon Create) and modified by R.N and A. T.

Figure 2.  Detector setup. (Left) Schematic illustration of the detection system for EM showers. (Right) 
geometry of the water pool calibration experiment in the laboratory.
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PMTs in both the upper and lower layers. The technical specifications and details of the system are described 
in the methods section.

We performed measurements with the new detection system at two locations: (1) beneath a water tank in 
laboratories located on different floors (Tokyo, Japan; see Fig. 2), and (2) in a horizontal vault (Kagoshima, 
Japan; see Fig. 4). The former is aimed at evaluating how the EM flux changes according to the variation in the 
overburden water and concrete, and verifying such changes with a dedicated Monte Carlo (MC) simulation. 
The latter setup verifies that the proposed method is sensitive to variations in soil moisture content after rainfall 
in real field conditions.

Results
Calibration experiment with water pool. The calibration experiment was performed on the 2nd and 
7th floor of Building 2 (8-storey building), Earthquake Research Institute, University of Tokyo (35.7187°N, 
139.7597°E, Fig. 2). A water pool was placed 20 cm above the detection system. The water level was changed 
from 0 to 60 cm in increments of 10 cm. Data were recorded for more than 5 h at each water level. Event selec-
tion required detection of signals by at least two PMTs in both the upper and lower detection layers within a 

Figure 3.  Results of the calibration experiment with the water pool. (a) Observed count rate in the calibration 
test as a function of the water level in the pool (solid circles) together with the simulated count rate (open 
circles). (b) Breakdown of the events from simulation. EM events: coincidental hits of electromagnetic showers; 
Muon-induced events: coincidental hits where at least one muon is involved; Other events: not classified in the 
other two categories.

Figure 4.  Setup of the field measurement. (Left) Location of Arimura Crustal Movement Observation Vault, 
Kagoshima, Japan. The basemap is provided by the Geospatial Information Authority of Japan website (GSI, 
“color elevation map” available at https:// maps. gsi. go. jp/). The inset map is generated by the Generic Mapping 
Tools 5.056. These maps were arranged by R. N. and A. T. with Microsoft Powerpoint software (https:// www. 
micro soft. com/). (Middle) Geometry of the field measurements near the entrance of the horizontal vault. The 
original version of the figure was created by Nariyuki Yoshihara (Photon Create) and modified by R. N. and A. 
T. (Right) Schematic illustration of the three effects controlling the count rate (atmospheric pressure effect, water 
vapour effect, and rainwater effect).

https://maps.gsi.go.jp/
https://www.microsoft.com/
https://www.microsoft.com/
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time window of 500 ns. The solid circles in Fig. 3a show the count rates of selected events. The observed count 
rates were compared with simulations (open circles, Fig. 3a) using MC codes (see “Method” Section for details).

The observed count rate gradually decreased with increasing water level. The decrease rates were approxi-
mately 0.6%/cm for the 2nd floor and 0.7%/cm for the 7th floor. By fitting the count rate data with expo-
nential + constant curves (dashed curves in Fig. 3a), decay lengths are determined to be 15.8± 0.7cm and 
13.3± 2.2cm for the 2nd and 7th floors, respectively. The general characteristics of the count rate were well 
reproduced by the MC simulation, although the absolute count rate differed by a factor of 1.8. Figure 3b shows 
a breakdown of the simulated events, which represents the abundance of events originating from EM showers 
and others. EM showers attenuate greatly with an increase in the water level and thickness of the overburden 
concrete walls, whereas the occurrence of muon-involved events is nearly constant. Therefore, the decrease in 
the observed count rate is due to the rapid absorption of EM showers.

Field verification in the horizontal vault. Based on the success of the calibration test, field measure-
ments were performed in a horizontal vault (Arimura Crustal Movement Observation Vault, Kagoshima, Japan; 
31.5602°N, 130.6720°E). The detection system was installed near the entrance of the vault (Fig. 4) where the 
overburden soil was approximately 2 m (dry bulk density of soil is approximately 1.5 g/cm3, inferred from Ref.39). 
The annual rainfall is approximately 2200 mm, and the rainiest months are June and  July40. Measurements were 
performed intermittently between 2014 and 2019. The total measurement duration was 960 days. The count rate 
data is available at "supplementary table". 

In field measurements, the atmospheric effects on the count rate must be properly corrected before discussing 
the variation in soil moisture content after rainfall. In this study, we focused on atmospheric pressure and water 
vapour pressure. First, we took the 48-h average of the atmospheric pressure, the water vapour pressure, and the 
count rate. Next, we selected the data for the non-rainy period (48-h precipitation = 0 mm) and fit the count rate 
data using the regression model described below:

where 〈N〉 is the mean count rate of EM events, and �N  is the deviation from the mean. �P and �V are the 
atmospheric and water vapour pressures, respectively. αP and αV are the coefficients determined from the regres-
sion analysis. The linear assumption employed in the regression analysis is valid because the fluctuation of the 
cout rate is no more than 5%. The resulting coefficients are as follows:

Atmospheric Pressure effect:

Water Vapor pressure effect:
 

 where the goodness of fit was χ2 = 355 (degrees of freedom = 154). The cross-correlation coefficient between 
αP and αV was 0.80.

Figure 5a1 shows the temporal variation in the count rate every 48 h observed in 2016 after correction for 
the water vapour pressure effect. The count rate shows a clear anti-correlation with atmospheric pressure. This is 
because the molecules in the atmosphere act as absorbers for electromagnetic showers. The regression analysis 
shows that this pressure effect is a primary term that controls the count rate. This characteristic is consistent with 
the results of the MC simulation (Fig. 7e). Figure 5a2 shows the count rate after correction for the atmospheric 
pressure effect. There is still a small anti-correlation with atmospheric water vapour pressure. The corresponding 
coefficient αV is smaller than αP but is not negligible. Moreover, the simulation also predicts that the count rate 
would decrease slightly with an increase in the atmospheric vapour pressure (Fig. 7f). This effect is presumably 
because water molecules in the atmosphere change the stopping power for charged particles (see the “Discussion” 
section). In fact, the water vapour pressure is strongly coupled to the variation in atmospheric temperature, and 
the effects of these two factors are difficult to separate. Therefore, in this analysis, we considered only the effects 
of atmospheric pressure and water vapour pressure.

Now that the atmospheric effects have been extracted and corrected, we discuss the effect of soil water content. 
Since we have no in-situ measurements of soil moisture content above the detector, we use the precipitation 
data as an index of it. According to the past results of in-situ measurements 20 m away from the  vault41, the 
volume content of water in Sakurajima soil is typically 10–20% and it rises to ~ 30% immediately after rainfalls 
and decays gradually. Figure 6a shows the count rate after correcting the atmospheric effects described in the 
previous paragraph, together with the 48-h-cumulative precipitation. The results showed that sudden drops in 
the corrected count rate were accompanied by heavy rain events from June to July 2016. For a more quantitative 
discussion, the corrected count rate was fitted with the 48-h precipitation (Fig. 6b). As a result, the coefficient 
of the rain effect αR is determined as:

Rainwater effect:

 where the goodness of fit was χ2 = 1081(ν = 406). The first error of αR is due to statistical uncertainty, and the 
second error is due to the uncertainties of the αP and αV.

(1)�N

�N�
= αP�P + αV�V ,

αP = −0.088± 0.008(%/hPa)

αV = −0.019± 0.007(%/hPa),

αR = −0.035± 0.006± 0.004(%/cm),
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Discussion
The decrease in the count rate accompanied by rainfall is due to rainwater percolating into the soil above the 
detector (see the geometry of Fig. 4). The observed decrement is proportional to the 48-h-cumulative rain-
fall with a coefficient αR = −0.035± 0.006± 0.004(%/cm). This effect is independent of the variation in the 
atmospheric pressure and water vapour pressure because these atmospheric effects were corrected using the data 
without rainfall. However, the observed precipitation coefficient was smaller than the decrease rate observed in 
the water pool calibration test (0.6–0.7%/cm, Fig. 3a). This difference up to a factor of 10 can be attributed to 
the low infiltration capacity of the soil near Mt. Sakurajima volcano ( ∼ 10−3cm s−1)39,42. According to the past 
in-situ  measurements41, the increment of the volume water content is no more than 20% even after heavy rainfall 
events. Another possible reason is that some part of the overburden soil is covered with concrete; the rainwater 
may not infiltrate into the soil well and run off immediately on the surface of the slope. A comparison between 
the observation and calibration test implies that the soil above the entrance of the Arimura Vault does not retain 
much rainwater. This type of hydrological knowledge obtained from EM particle measurements will be useful 

Figure 5.  Results of the field measurement and atmospheric corrections. (Top) Effect of the atmospheric 
pressure on the count rate ((a1): the observed count rate after correcting the vapour pressure effect together with 
the atmospheric pressure, (b1): fitting result). (Bottom) Effects of the vapour pressure on the count rate ((a2): 
the count rate after correcting the atmospheric pressure effect together with the vapour pressure, (b2): fitting 
result).

Figure 6.  Decrease in EM count rate due to rainfall events. (a) Count rate (every 48 h) after correcting the 
atmospheric effects (see Fig. 5), together with the 48-h-cumulative precipitation. (b) Fitting results of the 
corrected count rate as a function of the precipitation.
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Figure 7.  Setup of the two-step simulations and simulated effects of atmospheric pressure and water 
vapour pressure. (a) Schematic illustration of the simulation of cosmic-ray development in the atmosphere 
by COSMOSX simulator. (b) Schematic illustration of the simulation of the water pool and the detector 
response using Geant4 simulator. (c) Energy spectra of primary protons and helium nuclei taken from AMS-2 
experiment. In COSMOSX simulation, protons and helium nuclei are injected following these spectra. (d) 
Energy spectra of secondary muons and electrons sampled at the sensitive layer at 50 m altitude in COSMOSX 
simulator (1005 hPa). The results are compared with literature values by Refs.57,58. (e) Simulated count rate 
depending on the atmospheric pressure (Colour representing different water levels in the tank). (f) Simulated 
count rate depending on the water vapour pressure.
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for correcting seismic and geodetic signals accompanied by movements of underground water. For instance, 
gravimeters installed for volcano monitoring are disturbed by rainfall and  groundwater43,44. The hydrological 
parameters provided by the present study would be useful for understanding and correcting water movements.

The present study revealed significant atmospheric effects on the observed EM count rate. The primary 
effect is from atmospheric pressure αP = −0.088± 0.008(%/hPa), followed by the water vapour pressure effect 
αV = −0.019± 0.007(%/hPa) . The first effect is due to the atmosphere acting as an absorber for cosmic rays, 
which has been reported in many prior studies in terms of muon  measurements4–6. The present study reports, 
for the first time, the minor effect of the atmospheric water content. This effect is probably due to the increase 
of < Z/A > (the weighted mean of the atomic number Z over mass number A) value of the atmosphere, and thus 
the stopping power for the charged particles becomes  large36,38. In the regression analysis of this study, there may 
be additional minor uncertainty arising from the non-vapour water content in the clouds. According to a clima-
tology  study45, the major component of non-vapour water in the clouds of mid-latitude regions is in the form of 
liquid drops. The typical value of the vertically-integrated liquid water content in rainy clouds is approximately 
2 kg  m−2 (Ref.46). This indicates that the effect of the non-vapour water content is no more than that of 0.2 hPa 
variation in water vapour pressure and could be negligible (Fig. 7f).

In the present study, we tried a new approach for soil moisture measurements by employing a radiographic 
use of EM showers in cosmic rays. We have termed this new method as cosmic electromagnetic particle (CEMP) 
radiography. Here, we compared CEMP radiography with existing geophysical applications of cosmic rays: 
muography and neutron measurements. Among the numerous studies on muography, Jourde et al.5 performed 
an experiment similar to our water tank test. They installed a scintillation-type muography detector under a water 
tower in which the water level changed over time. They concluded that the muon count rate is modulated both 
by the atmospheric pressure and the water level with the corresponding coefficients of − 0.12%/hPa and − 0.09%/
cm, respectively. The sensitivity of the EM count rate to the water level is 0.6–0.7%/cm in our calibration experi-
ment, implying that CEMP radiography has 6–8 times higher sensitivity to the case where muons are employed 
as probes. However, it should be noted that count rates differ in muography and CEMP radiography by an order 
of magnitude when the detector sizes are the same.

CEMP radiography is compared to soil moisture measurement methods using cosmic-ray neutrons, which 
have recently gained popularity with several  works30–32. This method prepares detectors for epithermal neutrons 
approximately 1–2 m above the soil and captures neutrons produced in the soil by cosmic rays. The intensity 
of the observed neutrons reflects the abundance of water in the soil because epithermal neutrons are greatly 
decelerated by hydrogen atoms in water. The most significant difference between EM and neutron methods is 
their coverage. While the neutron method is sensitive to the underlying soil moisture content of 130–240 m in 
 radius31, CEMP radiography is sensitive to a localised change in soil moisture content just above the detector. In 
the case of neutron detectors in boreholes or buried beneath the  snowpack29, the coverage might be close to that 
of CEMP radiography. Although the resolution of soil moisture content derived from the present work is poorer 
than neutron methods, CEMP radiography could provide complementary information to these existing methods.

The accuracy of soil moisture measurements by CEMP radiography could be further improved, for instance, 
by installing multiple detectors inside and above the tunnel. Such a configuration allows us to compensate for 
the atmospheric effects in real-time, and then the soil moisture content could be purely extracted. A method of 
calibration could also be advanced by performing an experiment where a large box of sand would be gradually 
filled with water. Another possible test is to repeat the study in or under the snowpack as was performed with 
neutron  methods29. These technological developments would be necessary for quantitative monitoring. In the 
future, we envision that CEMP radiography could be used to monitor the occurrence of landslides, where an 
increase in fluid pressure inside the soil is expected before the collapse.

Methods
Detection system. The detection system (Fig. 2) consists of eight plastic scintillation planes (100 × 20 × 2 cm, 
produced by CI  Industry47), eight photomultiplier tubes (Hamamatsu, H7724), and a custom 8 channel 80 MHz 
FADC board. The FADCs have a 12-bit resolution and a 0 to − 200 mV input voltage range. The analogue outputs 
from the PMTs are sent to the board. The board generates a trigger signal when four or more analogue signals 
out of eight channels exceed a certain threshold voltage within 500 nsec. When a trigger is generated, the FADC 
board sends the waveform integrals of all the eight channels to a local small Linux computer. The data were 
stored as an ASCII text file on the computer and transferred to the laboratory via a WiFi mobile network. The 
high-voltage for the PMTs (1.8 kV nominal, constant during the measurement) was generated by HAR-2N150 
(Matsusada Precision Inc.) and divided into eight PMTs. Signal attenuators were inserted after the PMT outputs 
to make it possible to manually manipulate the effective gain of each PMT. This reduces the inherent variation in 
PMT gains. The applied high voltage, attenuation rate, and threshold voltage for trigger generation were adjusted 
manually by trial and error.

Monte Carlo simulation. The objective of the MC simulation was to calculate the count rates of the events 
for different water levels in the water pool calibration test and for different atmospheric models. The simulation 
is performed in two steps.

(Step 1) The first step is to simulate the development of cosmic-ray showers in the atmosphere and building 
using the COSMOSX simulator (version 0.07)48,49. In the COSMOSX simulator, Earth is implemented as a sphere 
with a radius of 6,378,137 m. We constructed seven layers of 20-cm-thick concrete on the surface of the Earth 
to replicate the building. As illustrated in Fig. 7a, the horizontal dimension of the building is neglected, so the 
concrete floors (consisting of  SiO2 with a density of 2.0 g/cm3) spread around the entire Earth. Primary cosmic 
rays (protons and helium nuclei) were injected into a sphere at 300 km of height. The injected nucleus, kinetic 
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energy, position, and direction were randomly chosen from the primary cosmic-ray spectrum interpolated 
from the AMS-02  experiment50 below 1 TeV and extrapolated above 1 TeV (Fig. 7c). The spatial and temporal 
development of the injected primary was traced and stored when the particles crossed the sensitive layer attached 
to the ceiling of each floor. This sensitive layer was divided into rectangular meshes (periodical boundary with 
10 × 10 m by sides, Fig. 7b), and further simulation was performed in the Geant4  simulator51. Atmospheric den-
sity and temperature were taken from the U.S. Standard  Atmosphere52. This model was modified to evaluate the 
effects of (i) atmospheric pressure and (ii) water vapour pressure. Modification of the model is as follows: (i) the 
atmospheric density is uniformly multiplied by 0.97, 0.99, 1 = normal, 1.01, 1.03; (ii) the weight mass percentage 
of water is set to 0% = normal, 1%, 2%, 3%, 4%, 5%; hence, the mean molecular mass and the scale height are 
modified and the height of the troposphere was adjusted accordingly so that the ground (h = 50 m) pressure was 
kept constant (1005 hPa). In the simulation (ii), the effect of liquid water in the clouds was evaluated as that of 
the equivalent amount of water vapour under the assumption that the typical size of water drops in the clouds 
(10 mm) is negligibly smaller than the radiation length of liquid water (36 cm).

(Step 2) The next step was to simulate the effect of the water pool and detector response using the Geant4 
simulator. In each cell, the detector (1 × 1 m by sides, Fig. 7b) and water tank were placed in the middle. Parti-
cles were injected from the ceiling using the information stored by the sensitive layers in the COSMOSX. After 
injection, the energy deposition in each of the eight plastic scintillation planes and the arrival time was stored. 
A hit is judged when the total energy deposition is greater than 2 MeV for four or more planes out of eight, and 
the entire event occurs within 500 nsec.

The energy spectra of the EM particles and muons simulated by COSMOSX are shown in Fig. 1 (Step 1). 
This calculation takes approximately 3.2 ×  104 thread hours using the Oakforest-PACS supercomputing system at 
the University of  Tokyo53. The agreements between the COSMOSX-derived energy spectrum and the literature 
values were confirmed (Fig. 7d). General performance of COSMOSX simulation is confirmed by comparison 
with CORSIKA  simulator54 and by a more intensive crosscheck with existing energy spectrum measurements for 
other  particles55. According to Fig. 7d, the calculated spectra of the secondary particles are slightly higher than the 
literature values. This is probably because geomagnetic cut-off and solar modulation were not considered in the 
 simulation55. Figure 3a shows the results of the Geant4 simulation (Step 2) for the 2nd and 7th floors for different 
water levels considered. The decreasing trend of the EM event is generally reproduced, although the absolute 
rate differs by a factor of 1.8 (observation > simulation). The difference may be because the hadronic interaction 
models employed in COSMOSX are not sufficiently accurate; the transverse momentum may be overestimated 
or the multiplicity of particle production may be underestimated. Figure 7e,f show the results of changing the 
atmospheric density (atmospheric pressure) and the water content in the atmosphere (water vapour pressure).

Data availability
The count-rate data collected in this study is available at the supplementary file. Other data/information are 
available from the corresponding author upon requests. The meteorological data is available at JMA website 
https:// www. data. jma. go. jp/ gmd/ risk/ obsdl/ index. php.

Code availability
Geant4 https:// geant4. web. cern. ch/. COSMOSX http:// cosmos. icrr.u- tokyo. ac. jp/ COSMO Sweb/.
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